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Proposal to Create the Department of OrthopedicsOrthopedic
Last revised July 12 2004

Background

In support of the reorganization of the Chandler Medical Center Executive

Vice President Michael Karpf has initiated an extensive and on-going planning

processproces involving number of on-campuson-campu committees. ThisThi processproces has also

included input from variousvariou outside consultants. One facet of thisthi processproces has

been identification of areasarea of current strength that represent targetstarget for further

expansion and development in order to position the Medical Center more

favorably and to increase needed medical service to Central and Eastern

Kentucky. To date four programsprogram have been identified oncology

neurosciencesneuroscience cardiovascular disease and musculoskeletal disease.

On February 23 2004 Dr. Karpf appointed an ad hoc committee to

examine the statusstatu of the Division of OrthopedicsOrthopedic and recommend to Dean

Perman and the UK HealthCare Executive Committee whether to create new

Department of Orthopedics. The membersmemberof the committee were D. Kay

Clawson chair Roger Bulger Alfred Cohen JamesJame Herndon and Jacqueline

Noonan. The Committee examined financial information and other information

concerning the current statusstatu of the Division of OrthopedicsOrthopedic as well as

information on the statusstatu of orthopedicsorthopedic in U.S. medical schools. In addition the

committee solicited information from our benchmark universitiesuniversitie on the role of

orthopedicsorthopedic in their organizationsorganization from former faculty of the Division of

OrthopedicsOrthopedic concerning their reasonsreason for leaving UK and from current and past

division headshead and chairschair of the Department of Surgery concerning the question

of whether the Division of OrthopedicsOrthopedic should now become department.

Appendix containscontain documentation of thisthi investigation and inquiry. On May 17
the committee interviewed number of key people in the departmentsdepartment of Internal

Medicine and Surgery document 1.

On June 2004 the Committee submitted its report to Dean Perman

document 2.

Report FindingsFinding

The Committee identified the following current strengthsstrength

Good progressprogres in developing the Division of OrthopedicsOrthopedic under the

leadership of Drs. Johnson and Mentzer.

The Division is in good financial condition.

The SportsSport Medicine program in the Department of Family Practice

and Community Medicine and the rehabilitation program in the

Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation are strong.



The local ShrinersShriner Hospital and its affiliation with the Division is an

advantage.

The designation of the UK Hospital as Level Trauma Center is an

advantage for the Division of Orthopedics.

The adjoining VA Hospital is another advantage for the Division of

Orthopedics.

The Division has attracted high quality residents.

The basic sciencesscience departmentsdepartment particularly the developing program
in muscle biology led by Michael Reid in the Department of Physiology

offer opportunitiesopportunitie for collaborative research.

Other collegescollege in the Medical Center the MRISC and the Graduate

Program in Biomedical Engineering offer other opportunitiesopportunitie ofr

collaborative research.

The leadership of the UK HealthCare Enterprise is committed to

developing market share and funding for musculoskeletal diseases.

The ad hoc committed identified the following current weaknessesweaknesse

Faculty retention appearsappear to be an issue.

The Division of OrthopedicsOrthopedic has strong cliniciansclinician but doesdoe not currently

have senior academic orthopedistsorthopedist with functional research programs.

The Division lackslack depth in certain areasarea e.g. joint replacement foot

and ankle injuriesinjurie musculoskeletal oncology and trauma.

The Department of Surgery chargescharge and overhead to provide servicesservice

not all of which are of value to the Division of Orthopedics.

Medical student education in the musculoskeletal system was limited

by its inclusion as an elective in the Surgery block. Little thought has

been given to delivering coordinated education experience linking

rheumatology rehabilitation medicine primary care and orthopedics.

The limited clinical program in rheumatology.

The minimal research currently underway in the Division of

Orthopedics.

The need to examine the infrastructure e.g. OR time MRI and X-ray

facilitiesfacilitie etc. that supportssupport the Division.

Apparent communication issuesissue between the leadership and the

Division.

Limited involvement of orthopedic surgeonssurgeon at the ShrinersShriner Hospital

with the Division.

Report RecommendationsRecommendation

Noting that the current Division of OrthopedicsOrthopedic has departmental statusstatu in

all but one of UKs 20 benchmark schoolsschool the ad hoc Committee recommended

the following



1. the development of subspecialtiessubspecialtie in orthopedicsorthopedic would be productive

strategy to expand the clinical operation at UK and provide needed service to an

aging population

2. recruiting more faculty in orthopedicsorthopedic ideally at the mid-level or senior level

with national reputationsreputation in critical areasarea such as joint replacement is essential

3. orthopedicsorthopedic at the University of Kentucky will best reach its potential if granted

departmental statusstatu and

4. thisthi new department should be the cornerstone of development of

musculoskeletal center of excellence.

Proposal

In view of the CommitteesCommittee recommendationsrecommendation and assuming appropriate

approvalsapproval from variousvariou committeescommittee see attached checklist Dean Perman and

Executive Vice President Karpf would like to proceed as followsfollow

1. Create the Department of OrthopedicsOrthopedic by separating the current

Division of OrthopedicsOrthopedic from the Department of Surgery as stand-alone

entity with control of its own clinical and research programsprogram faculty staff

and finances.

2. Provide sufficient number of linesline in Clinical Title SeriesSerie to provide

patient care in variousvariou subspecialties.

3. Appoint Musculoskeletal Visiting Committee including distinguished

orthopedic surgeonssurgeon from outside the University to guide the development

of the new Department and in particular its academic focus.

4. Invest appropriate resourcesresource through UK HealthCare Enterprise to

provide the necessary infrastructure to expand capacity and provide

quality care to patients.

5. With the appointment of Linda Crofford as the new Division Chief in

Rheumatology rebuild connectionsconnection between the division and the new

Department.

The CommitteesCommittee extensive review and its recommendationsrecommendation make clear

that thisthi area is capable of the type of expansion and development envisioned

during the strategic planning process. To further the growth and evolution of the

Chandler Medical Center and of medical servicesservice to our constituent areasarea it is

imperative that we move forward with creation of Department of Orthopedics.



Document

June 12004

MEMORANDUM

TO Jay Perman M.D.

Dean College of Medicine

RE Memorandum of February 23 2004 to evaluate the strengthsstrength and weaknessesweaknesse of

the Orthopaedic program and recommend division versusversu departmental statusstatu

The committee membersmember read in detail the database appendix and on May 17 2004 met at the

Medical Center with concerned individualsindividual appendix Agenda. After tour of the

orthopaedic facilitiesfacilitie the committee met in executive session and was unanimousunanimou in support of the

pointspoint made in thisthi report.

StrengthsStrengthof the current Orthopaedic program

1. The committee noted the progressprogres that has been made in orthopaedicsorthopaedic by the current

leadership of Darren Johnson as head of the division and Robert Mentzer Chairman

of the Department of Surgery.

2. The program is on solid financial footing with approximately $1.5 millionin reservesreserve

and the faculty has recendy voted unanimously to contribute $500000 toward

matching fundsfund for the development of the research program. The present faculty is

supportive of the direction of the program and the leadership of Dr. Johnson.

3. The SportsSport Medicine program is strong not only in surgery but in prevention and

rehabilitation.

4. The magnificent ShrinersShriner Hospital and its affiliation is distinct advantage for the

Orthopaedic program.

5. The relationship with bioengineering and the Wenner-Gren Laboratory offersoffer solid

base for research and training activities.

6. The designation of the UK Hospital as Level trauma center and the volume of

trauma thisthi bringsbring in is strength.

7. Having VeteransVeteran Administration Hospital attached to the University providesprovide another

level of support and it is felt that it could be utilized to develop support for research as

well as clinical education.



8. The program is able to compete for outstanding residentsresident and is in the processproces of

seeking accreditation for four residentsresident per year instead of the current three.

9. The basic science departmentsdepartment at the College of Medicine are strong and offer real

potential for collaborative research.

10. The fact that the University has CollegesCollege of Health SciencesScience Pharmacy Public Health

Dentistry and Nursing offersoffer other areasarea for collaboration.

11. The potential linkageslinkage to other University programsprogram such as engineering and the

imaging center could expand the academic opportunitiesopportunitie for the program.

12. The medical center has had experience with the establishment and operation of centerscenter

of excellence such as Aging Cancer WomensWomen Health etc.

13. The leadership of the Medical Center is aware of the potential of OrthopaedicsOrthopaedic to

improve market share and funding for the Medical Center.

WeaknessesWeaknesse of the current Orthopaedic program

1. Faculty turnover has been major problem. Young people have left for prestigiousprestigiou

appointmentsappointment at schoolsschool such as Harvard University of Rochester Ohio State

Cleveland Clinic and Palo Alto. It has also been common for faculty to enter private

practice in Lexington and take their patientspatient with them. Faculty turnover was blamed

as the prime reason for the limited productivity of the
joint venture with

bioengineering and for lack of close working relationship with the Division of

Rheumatology in which the current division head did not know the name of the head

of Orthopaedics.

2. There is lack of senior orthopaedistsorthopaedist that are respected in the nation and the

community.

3. There is lack of depth in special areasarea such as joint replacement foot and ankle

musculoskeletal oncology and even in trauma.

4. The UniversitysUniversity and the Department of SurgerysSurgery appointment and promotion processproces
is cumbersome and at timestime unrealistic. It has resulted in both the losslos of outstanding

faculty and difficulty in recruiting new faculty.

5. The surgery departmental tax of 4.5% of the grossgros collectionscollection approximately $300000

per year providesprovide an array of servicesservice many of which are not utilized or of value to the

Orthopaedic program.

6. Medical student education in the musculoskeletal system has been compromised by

orthopaedicsorthopaedic being only selective or an elective as part of surgery block. There

appearsappear to have been little effort or thought of teaching musculoskeletal diseasesdisease as

conjoint effort between rheumatology rehabilitation medicine primary care and

orthopaedics.

7. The lack of strong unit in rheumatology is
liniiting

factor on reconstructive surgery.

It was noted by one of the consultantsconsultant that almost half of the referralsreferral to the

orthopedistsorthopedist at the Brigham and WomensWomen comescome from rheumatology.



8. There is little collaborative basic research being conducted despite strong basic science

departments.

9. There is limited clinical research activity.

10. The support system for orthopaedicsorthopaedic is grossly inadequate for competitive practice

and teaching unit. X-ray facilitiesfacilitie are not available in the orthopaedic outpatient area.

It was estimated that up to 80% of the MRI examinationsexamination ordered by OrthopaedicsOrthopaedic are

now done privately in order to get them in timely manner. There is lack of operating

room time and perhapsperhap most critical lack of dedicated trauma room so that trauma

casescase that are not life-threateningdo not get bumped to the end of the day schedule or

so that trauma casescase do not bump scheduled reconstructive cases.

11. Communication seemsseem to be problem whether it relatesrelate to the Dean the Associate

DeansDean the Hospital Administration or unitsunit such as rheumatology and rehabilitation

medicine. The chair of surgery feelsfeel his role is to advise assist broker and when the

chief of the division and the division faculty membersmember do not agree to attempt to

broker solutions. At the same time he believesbelieve his role is that of demanding

academic productivity. ThisThi relationship allowsallow for questionsquestion as to who is truly in

charge and making decisionsdecision regarding hiringshiring and terminationstermination and whether or not the

specific goalsgoal and objectivesobjective as defined by the DeansDean and the Hospital are being

transmitted and developed to their maximum.

12. There are five pediatric orthopaedic surgeonssurgeon with ShrinersShriner appointmentsappointment and faculty

positionsposition at the University of Kentucky but only three that participate in developing the

Pediatric Orthopaedic program at the University. ThisThi seemsseem to be lost opportunity

to develop very strong pediatric orthopaedic presence in the UK ChildrensChildren Hospital.

StrategiesStrategie to improve the program/division or departmental statusstatu

The committee believesbelieve that the recommendation of the outside consulting group on

Medical Center/Clinical Enterprise investmentsinvestment of having OrthopaedicsOrthopaedic as one of the

four areasarea along with Oncology NeumosciencesNeumoscience and Heart is in keeping with what is

going on nationally with an aging population requiring more and more musculoskeletal

healthcare services. We note that over the past 15 yearsyear there has been 32% shift

from generalist orthopaedistsorthopaedist to specialty orthopaedics. It is now common to have

multiple subspecialtiessubspecialtie within an orthopaedic program.
These include

joint

reconstruction hand or upper extremity surgery foot and ankle spine trauma sportssport

medicine oncology and amputation/prosthetics. Because orthopaedicsorthopaedic has not sub-

specialized in Lexington or eastern Kentucky as much as many other placesplace in the

country we believe that development of the subspecialty programsprogram would be

productive strategy in expanding the clinical operation at the University of Kentucky.

2. To accomplish thisthi we believe the long term goal should be the development of

musculoskeletal center of excellence of which orthopaedicsorthopaedic should be major

component.

3. We believe that it is essential to recruit more orthopaedic faculty and indeed mid-level

and senior individualsindividual with national reputationsreputation in critical areasarea such as joint

replacement.



4. To accomplish thisthi we believe there must be assurancesassurance that each of the subspecialty

areasarea have more than one individual and those such as trauma have nucleusnucleu of at least

preferably individuals. In addition because of the enterprise implicationsimplication of such

an initiative we believe the recruitment effort should not be left
just to the orthopaedic

division/department but that the Dean Hospital Administrator and the EVPHA
should take an active role in assisting in the recruitment effort.

5. The committee noted the difficulty in recruiting nationally known leader in

orthopaedicsorthopaedic to chair the unit after the last two vacancies. We also note that all but

one of the 20 benchmark schoolsschool TexasTexa has departmental statusstatu and few of

the 24 schoolsschool that currently have orthopaedicsorthopaedic as division are schoolsschool that are similar

to the University of Kentucky. Many major universitiesuniversitie with orthopaedicsorthopaedic as divisionsdivision

were only able to recruit new quality leadership and grow their programsprogram after

restmcturing into departmental status. In an addressaddres he gave in 1990 Dr. Robert

Petersdorf then President of the Association of American Medical CollegesCollege noted the

direction that surgical specialtiesspecialtie were taking starting with the movement of

ophthalmology out of the departmentsdepartment of surgery and referred to the rapid movement

of orthopaedicsorthopaedic from division of
surgery to departmental status.

6. We believe that it can only reach its potential if it is granted departmental statusstatu with

direct reporting relationsrelation to the Dean the Hospital Administrator and other senior

administratorsadministrator in keeping with the
responsibilitiesresponsibilitie of clinical chair. ThisThi will allow

recruitment and leadership positionsposition at the Division level for the many orthopaedic

subspecialistssubspecialist requited in robust musculoskeletal center of excellence.

7. If such direction is taken we would recommend that musculoskeletal visiting

committee be appointed to review the program on yearly basis. The membersmember of the

visiting committee should be both medical and lay and both orthopedistsorthopedist and non

orthopedistsorthopedist with national stature whether from the local area or elsewhere in the

nation.

8. To meet these goalsgoal will require additional infrastructureand capacity resourcesresource

including operating roomsroom easily accessible x-ray facilitiesfacilitie readily
available MRI

increased patient bedsbed office and laboratory space and strategic marketing plan.

Dedicated trauma operating facilitiesfacilitie and imaging appear to be the highest priorities.

9. Lastly we recommend major recruitment initiative into Rheumatology another

essential element in musculoskeletal center.

Respectfully submitted

D. Kay Clawson M.D.

Roger Bulger M.D.

Alfred Cohen M.D.

JamesJame Herndon M.D.

Jacqueline Noonan M.D.

cc Michael Karpf M.D.
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TO ThomasThoma Kelly Ph.D.

Chair Faculty Council

Steve Haist M.D.

Chair-Elect Faculty Council

FROM Jay Perman M.D.

Dean

RE Creation of Department of OrthopedicsOrthopedic

would appreciate your considering the attached proposal for the creation

of the Department of Orthopedics. ThisThi new department would emerge from the

Division of OrthopedicsOrthopedic in the Department of Surgery and would support our

effortseffort to develop an academic and clinical focusfocu in musculoskeletal diseases.

have attached memorandum prepared by an ad hoc committee

appointed by Michael Karpf and me to examine thisthi issue. The committee was
chaired by Dean EmeritusEmeritu Kay Clawson and you should feel free to interview Dr.

Clawson as part of your processproces in considering thisthi issue.

would appreciate your considered but prompt review of thisthi proposal.

attachment

cc Jane Harrison

David Watt

Michael Karpf

Eqwl tüi
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University of Kentucky

Orthopaedic Divisional/Departmental StatusStatu Review
317 CharlesCharle T. Wethington Building

May 17 2004

Agenda

900910 Welcome
D. Kay Clawson M.D Review Committee Chair

910 930 Robert Lightfoot M.D.

Chief Rheumatology University of Kentucky

930 1000 Robert Mentzer M.D.

Chair Department of Surgery University of Kentucky

1000 1030 Joe Claypool

UK Hospital Director

1030 1045 Raleigh JonesJone M.D.

Chief Otolaiyngology University of Kentucky

10451115 Darryl JenningsJenning M.D.

Associate Dean forAcademic AffairsAffair College of Medicine

University of Kentucky

1115 1130 David StevensSteven M.D.

Professor of Surgery EmeritusEmeritu Division of Orthopaedic

Surgery

University of Kentucky

11301230 Lunch

Joined by Frank Butler VP for Medical Center OperationsOperation

University of Kentucky

1230 100 Robert Nickerson M.D.

Associate Professor Department of Physical Medicine and

Rehabilitation

University of Kentucky

100 130 Darren Johnson M.D.

Chief Division of OrthopaedicsOrthopaedic

University of Kentucky

130300 Tour of Division of OrthopaedicsOrthopaedic

Darren Johnson M.D.

300 500 Committee Discussion and Wrap-up
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